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16 THE FRATERNAL 

In treatment sometimes the only positive sign is that the patient 
comes along, even though he presents all sorts of negative signs or 
resistances. And so it must be sometimes with church-going. 
No surgeon says to a patient:" It is up to you to operate on yourself." 
Doctors should be the expert assistants, seeing his need and lending 
their skill to foster his healing potential. May I liken the minister's 
role to that? He is the true expert assistant, lending his greater skill 
and technical knowledge, his Hebrew and Greek, his history, his 
geography and his theology to make the complexities of Scripture 
clear and understandable. 

I will end with a passage from Hebrews once again: " Let us 
stop discussing the rudiments of Christianity. We ought not to be 
laying over again the foundations of faith in God . . . Instead, let 
us advance towards maturity; and so we shall, if God permits." 

R. E. D. MARKILLIE. 

GRAPPLING WITH OUR TIMES 
AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS in the ministry; I am aware much more 
than in my youth that the Church of God is slow to . be itself in 
the new situation. It tends to be like an old maid; who persists 
in dressing in the fashion of that sweet spring-time when she was 
loved awhile. If we affect the manners of yesteryear, we must 
expect to be treated as Aunt Sallies. 

I am concerned to stress that we must be our age, the Church 
of God in the 1960s. That sounds easier than it is; for who can 
plumb the mystery of our creation as the people of God, or enter 
fully into the mind of the Spirit for today? Yet we must convey 
to our generation the fullness of Christ as He would be expressed. 
To do that we need to look sensitively at the world, remember His 
so great love for it, and open our minds to His Spirit. 

What about our times? · I am impressed by the marks of agno
sticism across our generation's face, lines which easily turn to 
grinning cynicism. The slick young writers for television today, 
bent upon giving what the public wants, seem to think the man 
in the street is like this. They seem scared of only one thing: of 
presenting sheer goodness boldly and saying something resounding 
about it. They treat us to analyses of morbid problems, they make 
our sets shriek with rows between husbands and wives, they throw 
up from their earthy minds a mist of doubt about everything honour
able and of good report. The world to such is a morass. If you see 
a rock and step on it, you are a traitor to those in the mire, as 
ignoble in their eyes as a hero. In this atmosphere, how can people 
be encouraged to act responsibly, trust their informed consciences, 
and create a good society? 

As soon as we go behind this agnosticism and its attendant 
cynicism, and begin to ask questions, we must beware of any neat 
formula that appears to eX:plain it all. There are many contributory 
factors, and we can only speak broadly. 
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Karl Heim has some interesting things to say about the secularism 
which lies behind what we have been talking about. For instance, 
he points out that the thorough-going secularist has disposed of our 
problems. They are merely phenomena in the natural order, to be 
accepted along with earthquakes, typhoons and the like. The best 
you can do is to go along with this order, making the most out of it 
for yourself and calling this good. No wonder then that one becomes 
suspicious of real goodness and God. 

Heim also indicates that secularism naturally arises only in 
cultures deeply affected by the Biblical view of the world. Elsewhere 
God and the world are virtually integrated, and the whole culture 
would disintegrate if the spiritual element were removed. In the 
Biblical view, the Creator stands over against creation, and the 
possibility arises of repudiating the Creator, and asserting creation's 
self-existence as Nature. Science and technology are often blamed 
for provoking this secularist assertion of independence. This is 
scarcely fair, since there is no reason why science should not be 
accepted as declarative of God's glory. In any case, secularism 
appeared before science became impressive. 

Heim suggests that what does provoke the assertion of indepen
dence is the belief in durability, as though the universe were in
definitely self-perpetuating. Then God as the ground of all seems 
unnecessary. This idea was plausible before the advent of relativism, 
but has now lost its basis, though most people do not realise it. 
So Heim counsels us to stress the relativism, and accelerate the 
collapse of secularism. When the durability is questioned, it is 
relevant to bear witness to the Creator and Lord, who alone gives 
meaning to life. 

In the meantime, existentialists of various kinds passionately 
assert the importance of personality in this bewildering world, and 
the need for decision in a meaningless existence. Their mingled 
spirit of boldness and despair has percolated into literature and art. 
Despair is the intolerable burden of those who have no God. 

Manifestly we have not given a proper description of our times, 
but only a peep behind the scenes. Now let us think about grappling 
with our times. 

To set our feet firmly, let us look at a " catacombs ordination" 
in Di.isseldorf in 1937, described by Dr. Nathaniel Micklem. It was 
held in a crowded hall rigged to serve as a church, since the German 
Christians had taken over the parish church. The young ordinand 
had been surreptitiously trained, his ordination was illegal, and 
there was no possibility of his being given a charge in. the official 
church. He was being ordained to privation, danger, and probably 
the horrors of the concentration camp. After. the ceremony, the 
young man preached his sermon. His text is our rebuke and our 
inspiration: "Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who hath begotten us again unto a living hope by the resur
rection of Jesus Christ from the dead." 
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Resurrection does not fit into the categories of sociology, of 
science, of philosophy; of historical patterns. Resurrection is God 
the Creator and Redeemer acting with His sovereign campassion. 
Resurrection is not frustrated by death and corruption, as we are. 
ResurreCtion fits that very situation. We believe in the Resurrection 
of Christ, and we preach the Gospel of Resurrection. 

Having set our feet aright, we have still to grapple with our times. 
It is not with us to effect a miracle, a resurrection. That waits upon 
God. As Pascal said: "We always behave as if we were called upon 
to make the truth triumph, whereas we are called upon only to 
struggle for it." How do we grapple with our times? 

In the morass we have to speak and act boldly with the divine 
authority which persuades and deeply convinces men. We have to 
utter the Word of God in its fullness and power. 

What has impressed me for years has. been the wholeness of the 
Word of God, and the fragmentary way in whjch we utter it. It does 
not make sense to the man in the street, because we give a vowel 
here, a consonantthere, but no complete Word. This is particularly 
unfortunate in our times, when the multifarious aspects of life are 
daily before us. Religion seems to speak, " here a' little, there a 
little," instead of comprehensively. If we have success with a 
particular syllable,· we go on shouting it, as though it were sufficient, 
and looking askance at those who have another syllable. 

Some think we can o.vercome our times with bigger, brighter 
missions, for some have been successful. Others sacrificially serve 
the misfits and the unfortunate, and rightly castigate our sluggish 
consciences, though criticised themselves for not making the Gospel 
explicit in what they do. Some brusquely dismiss the scholars, and 
would virtually surrender that field altogether, but become angry 
when somebody like the Bishop of Woolwich says something they 
cannot understand. Sitting on our various committees, and staring 
at our agendas, we lose sight of the whole pattern. . 

Behind this. fragmentariness is our fragmentary worship, which 
is commonly expected to be simply a first-aid service to fainting 
souls, instead of a transaction with the living God expressing the 
whole range of God's worth-ship in every place and task. Often 
at the heart of it is· hesitation about the sacraments, which could 
help us to grasp the wholeness of the Word of God. · 

We must come together in activating the Word of God in our 
times. This undoubtedly means that the Word must become incar
nate in our life, and the suffering accepted. Suffering is too rare in 
our faith today. We are breeding Christians who do not think of 
suffering as inevitable in Christ's way of life; and we are doing so 
because we are not so fully immersed in our times as Christ was in 
His. Standing on the side-lines, we escape the suffering. 

Bruce Kenrick can teach us what it means to live incarnationally. 
He worked with other ministers in East Harlem, New York, a 
district from which the churches had virtually been driven because 
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the people had no use for them. These ministers, working intimately 
in a group, discovered that only by becoming members of the 
community, physically involved in the decayed conditions in which 
the people lived, could they really represent Christ. They were 
driven to closer indentification with Him, finding their way to Him 
through the Bible and Holy Communion. 

There could be. no holding back from total involvement. They 
had to accept the people as they were .and commit themselves to them, 
despite their confused morals and crazy entanglements. They had 
to fight drug traffickers, as. soon as they started· praying beside 
drug addicts. They had to become familiar with politics, when only 
political action could liberate their people. 

In these conditionsthe Church had to ask what it really was, and to 
discover painfully what it meant literally, to be the Body of Christ. 
Through that experience came the power of His resurrection. 
This is the way for us to grapple with our times. 

. J. CLIFFORD ASKEW. 
Originally given as Chairman's address to the General Body of the Three 
Denominations in Londo11. 

CHRISTIAN .EDUCATION 
AS MINISTERS WE NEED no convincing of the need for an educated 
Church Membership. Our· difficulties lie rather ih persuading 
our peopk of.the need for Christian Education. We are 'deeply 
indebte.d, therefore, to Arthur Liston for describing in the last issue 
of the .Fraternal some ways in which the. Faith may be taught. I 
should like now to pursue this question still further. 

Nearly all of us are seeking to educate children in our Sunday 
Schools or departments of Family Church, adolescents in our dubs 
and fellowships and adults in our· Bible study groups or mid-week 
meetings. Our Bristol Association has. also offered a Correspondence 
Course on Christian Discipleship to new members of churches in 
the Association. A hundred or so young people have. already taken 
advantage of this and we anticipate that many more will do so. 
But it still seems to me that we have not, on the whole, developed 
any consistent or co-ordinated policy of Christian Education in our 
churches. Each section of the church plans its work independently 
of the others. It is doubtful how much real education can take 
place without a planned syllabus, not merely for each department 
and organisation of the church, but for the church as a whole. 
It woi1ld be a fascinating and perhaps disturbing exercise to review 
the past year and see just how haphazard our policy has been. 
To produce an overall policy of education is no easy task, but it is 
surely one that needs to be done. Nor is any such policy obvious 
within the denomination as a whole, for this is a matter which cuts 
right across all existing departments and really deserves a department 
to itself, co-ordinating and. planning the valuable educational 
work that is done in the Women's, Men's, Young People's and 


